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Individuals 

Get card account list - GET/card-accounts 

Attributes available Description Examples 
accountId Internal technical account identifier. The ID will point at an 

agreement (containing 1-n cards) rather than a physical card. 
ae577250-6cf3-11e9-9c41-e957ce7d7d69 

bban  The BBAN (Basic Bank Account Number).  
For Swedish Handelsbanken customers, it’s 8-9 digits. 

403333911. Only applies for the card product “Allkort”. 

maskedPan Number of the credit card (16 digits). The first and last four 
digits will be shown and the rest are masked with asterisks.  

The response is sorted by “maskedPan” number. 

5213********3283 

name Name of the card holder. Linda Larsson 

currency  Currency code of the card, according to ISO4217. SEK 

product Card account type. Platinum 

creditLimit Credit limit expressed in the currency of the credit card. 
Contains the ”currency” and ”amount”. 

SEK 20000 

balanceType Balance type sent along with the card account information. AVAILABLE_AMOUNT 
(Available amount calculated at the time of the request. 
Includes booked transactions, reservations and credit limit.) 

balanceAmount  Available amount expressed in the currency of the credit card. 
Contains “currency” and “amount”. 

SEK 20000 
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Get card transactions - GET/card-accounts/{accountId}/transactions 

Attributes available Description Examples 
status Booked / Pending status.  Booked / Pending 

transactionAmount Amount contains the “currency” and “content” of the transaction. SEK 100 / 100.5 / 100.55 

transactionDate The date the transaction debits / credits the account. 2022-02-01 

bookingDate The date on which a transaction is booked on the account.  

Omitted for PENDING transactions. 

2022-02-01 

creditDebit Transaction is either a credit or a debit on the card account. Credited / Debited 

transactionDetails Details of the transaction. Max length of this field is 20 characters. WAITROSE OXFORD 

maskedPan Number of the credit card (16 digits). The first and last four digits 
will be shown and the rest are masked with asterisks. 

5213********3283 

 

Other important information for transactions 
Maximum period and 
number of 
transactions 

For Individual customers, the maximum period of transactions retrieved is 15 months. The maximum amount of card 
transactions is 600, for any given period. A message will be delivered if the number of transactions to be retrieved exceeds the 
maximum. If this is the case, please limit the search using the dateFrom and dateTo query parameters. 
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Searching transactions 
by entering a date 
interval 

Rules for date intervals:  
1) dateTo = not provided, dateFrom = provided.  
If dateTo is not provided, it is set to the current date (i.e. today). And if dateFrom is provided, transactions are delivered 
between dateFrom and dateTo.  
2) dateTo = provided, dateFrom = not provided.  
If dateTo is provided, but dateFrom isn’t provided, then dateFrom is set to one month back from dateTo. Transactions between 
dateFrom and dateTo are delivered.  
3) dateTo = not provided, dateFrom = not provided.  
If dateTo and dateFrom are not provided, dateTo is set to the current date (i.e. today) and dateFrom is set to one month back 
from today. Transactions between dateFrom and dateTo are delivered e.g. 2022-02-19 - 2022-03-19. 

Order of transactions The results show transactions by bookingDate order. 

Transactions delivered Booked and pending transactions are delivered.  

Note: a transaction with a transactionDate = Saturday will be included in the results when the date interval includes the 
following Monday. 
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